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First, fuzzy membership functions for the assertion '[x,y] is a positive interval' are proposed and 
characterized via non-decreasing real maps. Last, using those functions together with the interval- 
difference and the notion of average index, comparison indexes between intervals and the ones between 
fuzzy intervals are proposed. 
1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  
In the  literature, there are a lot of methods 
concerning the  problem of ordering the  inter- 
val numbers k , ~ ] ,  [y,g], ... (', ') or the  fuzzy 
ones A, B ,  ... (see 4,  and for a n  overview of 
methods). All of these methods can be  classi- 
fied a s  belonging t o  two different approaches. 
(i) Ordering t h e  crisp or the  fuzzy intervals 
using binary order relations: [ c , ~ ]  4 [ y , ~ ] ,  - 
A 5 B, .... (ii) Giving comparison indexes 
R([c,%], [ y , ~ ] )  or R(A,B)  in [O, 11. 
In relation with previous works (6, 2 ) ,  
t h e  present paper deals with ordering pro- 
cedures of interval numbers or fuzzy quanti- 
ties belonging t o  the  aforementioned second 
class. Specifically, we propose a theoretical 
approach t o  t he  comparison of pairs of t he  
approximate measurements [g, T] , [y -, g] , ... or 
pairs of fuzzy quantities A, B ,  ... in the  fol- 
lowing way: 
(a) The  crisp and fuzzy intervals are 
considered as points belonging t o  crisp 
subsets. (b) Using fuzzy extensions of 
t he  characteristic function fR+ and arith- 
metic interval operations, comparison in- 
dexes R([g, o], [y, y]) € [O, 11 between inter- 
vals and the  on& R(A, B )  € [O, 11 between 
fuzzy intervals are defined. 
The  paper is structured as follows. First, 
some necessary basic results on the  crisp 
and fuzzy Interval Analysis fields are p r e  
sented. Second, fuzzy membership functions 
(denoted by Pos) for t he  assertion '[g,T] 
is a positive interval' are proposed. Third, 
we characterize every aforementioned func- 
tion Pos by a real non-decreasing map gp,, : 
[O, I] + [O, i]. Fourth, using a map Pos and 
the  interval-difference [y] - [x] = [y --?, jj-4, 
the  associated comparison index Rpos as a 
fuzzy relation in J (R)  is defined. Some p r o p  
erties of t he  maps type  Rpos are analysed. 
Finally, using average indexes (see 3), exten- 
sions of t he  previous maps Pus and RPos t o  
a class 3 J ( R )  of fuzzy intervals are defined. 
Properties and examples are included. 
2 Bas ic  not ions  and notations 
1% this section we recall some basic arithmetic 
operations, results and binary relations r e  
lated t o  t he  crisp and fuzzy Interval Analysis. 
2.1 Some results on Interval Analysis 
In the  field of Interval Analysis ') an in- 
terval number can be  thought as an  exten- 
sion of the  concept of a real number. If J (R)  
denotes t he  set of interval numbers, we con- 
sider R as a proper subset of J (R)  identify- 
ing x € R with [x ,x]  = {x). In this way, 
[x] = k,?] ,  [y] = [g,g], ... denote generic in- 
terval numbers of J(B) and x: k ,  ... without 
distinction symbolize real numbers or degen- 
erate intervals [x? x] , [k,  k] , . .. in J(B) .
The symbol 4 denotes the  crisp order in 
J(W: [ X I  4 [vl - (: 2 y)&(F 5 Y). 
As well, the  next usual operations of In- 
terval Arithmetic ' give extensions of t he  
same operations in R: - [ X I  = [-5, -:I, 
[ X I  + lvl = [ z + y , ~ + Y ] ,  [vl - [ X I  = [vl + ( - [ X I )  = b - , Y  -"I 
and (if k E R+) k [x] = [kg, kZ]. 
The  expressions x+ and x- denote t he  
positive and negative parts of x E B: x+ = 
max(0,x) and x- = (-x)+. 
An interval number [x] = [ g , ~ ]  is said 
t o  be  positive if g 2 0, strictly positive if 
x > 0 (or g+ # 0) ,  negative if Z 2 0 and 
-
strictly negative if: < 0 (or Z- # 0). 
2.2 fizzy Interval Analysis 
F ( R )  denotes a set of fuzzy quantities '. 
In t he  following, a fuzzy quantity is a nor- 
malized fuzzy subset A of R with bounded 
support supp(A) verifying also: (a) For all 
cx E (0,1], the  a-cut A, c R is an  inter- 
val. (b) If Cl(supp(A)) denotes t he  topologi- 
cal closure, then the  restridion AICl(supp(A)) 
is a continuous map. In consequence, if A 
belongs t o  F J ( B )  then Cl (supp(A)) and the  
a-cuts A, ( a  # 0 )  are  closed intewals. The  
class J(R) of t he  interval numbers [x] = [ g , ~ ]  
can be viewed as a proper subset of FJ(R). 
When we express a n  interval as a fuzzy quan- 
tity, we should usually retain the  simpler non 
fuzzy interval notation [ X I .  With this criteria 
we can writ.e: R C J(R) c FJ(R).  
The  following arithmetic operations in 
FJ(R)  are extensions of t h e  ones in J(B): 
- (B-A), = (B+(-A)), = [& - Z, b, -a,] 
and (if k 2 0) , (kA) ,  = [ka,, - k ~ ] .  
Finally, we take into account the  follow- 
ing binary relation 4 in FJ(R):  
3 Vague  ordering of t h e  crisp and 
fuzzy in terva l  n u m b e r s  
First, positivity indicators Pos on inter- 
val numbers are defined and characterized. 
Next, the associated concepts Neg, SPos and 
SNeg are defined. 
3.1 Vague positivity indicators on the 
set J(B) of interval numbers 
A definition of positivity indicator as a fuzzy 
subset is proposed. 
Defini t ion 1 A map Pos: J(B)  + [O, 11 is 
a positivity indicator on J(R) i# 
(PI) Pos(x) = 1 if x 2 0 and 
Pos(x) = 0 i f x < 0 
(P2) 1x1 4 [vl ==+ Pos([xl) =< 
POS([YI )  
(P3) Pos(k[x]) = Pos([x]) 
Vk > 0 V[x] E 3(B) 
(P4) If g # 0 and 5 # 0, then 
Pos(-[XI) = 1 - Pos([x]) 
Properties and a characterization theo- 
rem of the positivity indicators are showed: 
P ropos i t i on  2 If Pos is a positivity indica- 
tor on J(R) then it holds: 
(i) g 2 0 ==+ Pos([x]) = 1 and 3 < 
0 ==+ Pos([x]) = 0 
(ii) ( [ X I  # 0)&(g = -5) ==+ Pos( [ X I  ) = 
1 
2 
(iii) k < 0 ==+ Pos(k[x]) = Pos(-1x1) 
(iv) Pos([g, 01) = Pos([-1 ,O] )  vg  < 0. 
T h e o r e m  3 (Characterization) A map 
Pos : J(B) --t [O, 11 is a positivity indica- 
tor on J(B) iff there exists a non-decreasing 
map g : [0,1] -+ [O, $1 verifying g(1) = 4 and 
related to Pos by: 
T h e  non decreasing maps g in the  charac- 
terization theorem can b e  used t o  easily de- 
termine positivity indicators. This is illus- 
trated by means two examples. 
First, t he  usual three valued logic charac- 
terizations of t he  assertions '[XI is a positive 
interval', are recovered employing the  maps 
g l  and g~ defined in [O,1] by: 
O i f O ~ t < l  1 
and g ~ ( t )  = - 
; i f  t = 1  2 
t he  following positivity indicators Pos,, and 
Pos,, on J(R)  are obtained: 
Oif &<:- 
3 if 0 # Z+ = g- = 
1 i f  [ X I  = O o r  ?i?+ >:- 
0 if q < o  
; i f  [x] # Oand 9 = O  
z+% 1 i f  [x] = O o r  > 0 
Oif z < 0  
1 .if 0 5 :  
In Interval Analysis, Pos,, and Pos,, 
represent three valued logic operators t ha t  
evaluate t he  assertion ' [x] is positive'. From 
now on, additional [O, 11-valued characteriza- 
tions type Pos, (between Pos,, and Pos,,), 
can b e  defined: 
E x a m p l e  4 
Employing the  maps gl(t) = $ and 
gs(t) = & , t E [O, 11, t he  respectively as- 
sociated indicators Pos,, and Posgs are ob- 
tained: 
For example: 
Pas,,([-2, 1.1) = 0, Pas,,([-1,3]) = 1, 
POS,, ([- 1,0]) = 0 
POS,, ([-2, I . ] )  = Pos,, ( [ - I ,  31) = 
POS,, ([- 1,0]) = $ 
Pos,, ([-2,1]) = 2 ,  Pas,,([-1, 31) = 2 , 
POS,, ([- 1 ,Ol )  = 0 
POS, ([-2,1]) = g ,  P0sgs ([- 1,3]) = $ , 
POS, ( [ - I ,  01) = 0. 
Other fuzzy indicators on J(R) are pro- 
posed: 
Defini t ion 5 If Pos is a positivity indica- 
tor on J(R) then the associated negativity, 
strictly positivity and strictly negativity indi- 
cators are defined by: Neg([x]) = Pos(-[x]), 
SPos([x]) = 1-Pos(-[x]) and SNeg([x]) = 
1 - Pos([x]) V[X] E J(R). 
3.2 Comparison indexes 
Fuzzy comparison indexes on  the  set of inter- 
val numbers are defined: 
Defini t ion 6 If Pos is a positivity indicator 
on J(R) then the associated comparison index 
RpoS in J(R) x J(R) is defined by: 
RPos([~l, [ Y I ) = Pos(ly1 - [ X I )  = 
P ~ s ( L Y - ~ , v - x ] )  V([XI>[YI) E J(R)  X 
JP). 
Some properties of t he  comparison in- 
dexes Rpos are  showed. 
3.3 Extensions of Pos and Rpos to the 
fuzzy quantities 
T h e  extensions of Pos and Rpos t o  fuzzy in- 
tervals rest on the  following notion of average 
index (see Campos a n d  Gonzalez 3):  via t h e  maps type  Pos, t h e  interval arith- 
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